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ABSTRACT
This study aims to investigate empirical evidence of search constraints of the mobile technology from the theoretical lens of
technology affordance. Using a large archival panel dataset encompassing transactions in the PC and mobile channels, we find that
information-intensity of products is negatively associated with the choice probability of the mobile channel over the PC channel.
However, the negative association is weakened as the user experience in the mobile channel accumulates, suggesting a dynamic
relationship between user and technology (i.e., users’ learning or adaptation to technology).
Keywords: Mobile channel, search constraint, e-commerce, channel choice, technology affordance
INTRODUCTION
Mobile technologies are transforming e-commerce markets. The mobile channel has rapidly been established as a major
transaction channel, possibly substituting for or complementing existing channels. Mobile technologies are also transforming user
behaviors. While the mobile channel provides a higher level of spatially flexible access vis-à-vis the online channel (ubiquitous
access capability of the mobile channel), it is still limited in terms of information search-related usability vis-à-vis the PC channel
(limited information search capability of the mobile channel) [1].
This study aims to investigate empirical evidence of search constraints of the mobile channel from the theoretical lens of
technology affordance. As Orlikowski [16] underlines, “[users’] understandings of technology are neither fixed nor universal,
but … they emerge from situated and reciprocal processes of interpreting and interacting with particular artifacts over time” (p.8).
Therefore, users’ electronic channel usage is not a static or deterministic outcome resulting from their profile, preexisting needs,
or technology features, but flexible and dynamic decisions that can change with their usage context and experience. The notion of
technology affordance provides more flexible approach to the issue than media theories [4] [5] or channel capability theories [1],
which posit each medium has invariant communication capacities or technological features. Rather than solely focusing on the
role of technological features and deterministic relationship between the user and technology, the affordance lens can guide us to
explore interplays between them.
We examine users’ purchase channel choices between the PC and mobile channels while taking account of the informationintensity of the products. If limited user interfaces of mobile devices indeed hinder extensive information search in the mobile
channel, the mobile channel would be less preferred for transacting information-intensive products. However, according to the
technology affordance, this search constraint would be dynamic as the user experience with the technology accumulates. A user
might feel some difficulty in purchasing products on small mobile screen at her first attempt, but will find it easier to do next
time. Therefore, we also examine users’ adaptation to the mobile channel by looking at the behavioral dynamics in sequences of
choices over time, i.e., how the channel choice probabilities evolve as a user’s purchase experience in the mobile channel
accumulates.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present theoretical background of the study and develop hypotheses. Next, we
conduct empirical analyses by applying a random coefficient Bayesian logit model to a large scale transaction dataset from an
e-market. We conclude by discussing implications of the study.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESES
Channel Choice
Researchers have widely discussed consumers’ purchase behaviors in a multi-channel environment, primarily on their channel
choices [3] [7] [13]. A common lesson from these studies is that channel choice is not a straightforward decision. There are a
variety of factors that can affect the choice, such as transaction costs [2], channel-category associations and geodemographics [10],
informational trust and convenience [3], and consumers’ information needs and information retrieval from channels [13]. Also,
the probability of the choice can change over time as consumers’ experiences in each channel accumulated [17] [19].
Although prior studies present useful insights regarding consumers’ purchase behaviors in a multi-channel environment, there are
important gaps in the literature. First, most studies have analyzed purchase behaviors between offline, online, and catalog
channels, leaving out mobile channels. Second, prior studies provide limited guidance on the relationship between product
category and channel choice because their analyses usually focus on a single product category [3] [13] [19]. A notable exception
is Inman et al. [10] who focused on associations between product categories and offline channels (drug store, mass store, club
store, and grocery store). They showed that consumers’ channel choice decisions are significantly different across product
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categories, and that geodemographic factors can play an important role in explaining channel shares of volume; however, such
factors are not applicable to the case of channel choices between the PC and mobile channels, both of which are electronic media
to which physical distance to a shop is irrelevant.
Search Constraint of Mobile Channel and Purchase Channel Choice
While a variety of types of information are available to e-market users, including product descriptions, customer reviews, price
information, and delivery and return policies, all of the information is not critical to all product categories that consumers evaluate.
Some product categories (e.g., home furniture or cameras) involve extensive searches in terms of the number of pages viewed and
the total time spent on search, whereas other categories (e.g., health or beauty products) entail much less extensive searches [9].
Product information-intensity refers to “the amount of information a consumer needs to process before making purchase
decisions” [1]. Other things being equal, information-intensive products are likely to lead to more in-depth searches and/or
broader searches for product information. Given the search constraints of the mobile channel, the information-intensity of a
product may affect which channel consumers would prefer to use. The search constraints of mobile channels would be critical to
e-market users’ channel choices when purchasing products with high information-intensity, while the users might be affected less
by the search constraints when purchasing products with low information-intensity. However, the search constraints do not remain
constant, as suggested by the technology affordance perspective [14] [15] [16]. Users could adapt to purchasing products on small
screens and limited user interfaces in mobile channels. As their purchase experiences in mobile channels accumulate, they would
get accustomed to interacting with mobile screens and purchasing products using mobile devices. The authors’ anecdotal evidence
from an interview with a manager of an e-market supports this point.
“We are surprised that our customers begin to purchase big ticket items in the mobile channel. Although still negligible
comparing to online sales, products like TV, laundry washing machine, and refrigerator are now being sold through the mobile
channel, and the number is going up beyond our prior expectation.”
The above discussion leads to the following hypotheses:
H1. Information-intensity of products is positively associated with the choice of PC channel over the mobile channel.
H2. The association between information-intensity and channel choice is weakened as the user experience in the mobile
channel accumulates.
EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
Data
This study employs a large dataset from a major e-marketplace in South Korea, which introduced the mobile channel on June 1,
2010 to its more than ten million users of the existing PC channel. The dataset contains a random sample of 30,000 users, who
adopted the mobile channel before June 1, 2011, and their entire online orders (1.18 million) and mobile orders (0.11 million)
placed during March 1, 2009-June 1, 2011. The dataset consists of a variety of variables related to each order including the
product category, price, order time, and order channel (PC or mobile).
Since our interests lie in channel choices of users, 24,684 users who had less than four mobile transactions after they made their
first transaction in the mobile channel were excluded from the analysis. Further, 72 business users were also dropped. Remaining
5,244 users and their entire 155,091 order records after their mobile channel adoptions were used for the analysis.
Table 1 shows descriptive statistics of the main data. The data consists of 98,045 online and 57,046 mobile orders. The average
price of mobile orders was significantly less than that of online orders (the difference = 5.8, t = 14.47, p < 0.001), indicating that
products transacted through the mobile and online channels could be different. A chi-square test on orders by hour of day also
shows that there were significant differences between mobile and online channels in terms of order time (χ2 (23)=1.3e+03, p <
0.001). Among the 5,244 users, there were 2,826 female and 2,418 male users, and most of them were less than or equal to 35
years old. The average membership duration for the e-marketplace was 733.6 days.
To measure the number of attributes of a product, we gathered data from another e-marketplace, Danawa.com, where the attribute
information of a product is provided using the attribute discriminator of slash (‘/’) as shown in Figure 1. For example, if a product
has three attributes A, B, and C, then the attribute information would be shown as A / B / C. The upper product in Figure 1, a
desktop computer by Samsung Electronics, has 11 pieces of attribute information including ‘Intel,’ the CPU maker, ‘Core i5-4590
(3.3GHz),’ the CPU model, ‘2GB,’ the main memory size, ‘DDR3,’ the main memory type, etc. Similarly, the lower product in
Figure 1, a HP desktop computer, has 17 pieces of attribute information.
We counted the number of the attributes for each product listed in the first page for each product category and then averaged the
numbers because products in a category may have different number of attributes. The average was used as a proxy measure for the
information-intensity of the product category.
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Table 1. Basic Description on Data
Total Number of Orders
Online Orders
98,045
28.2 (90.5)

Number of orders
Average order prices in USD (Std.)
Number of orders by hour of day
00h
01h
02h
03h
04h
05h
06h
07h
08h
09h
10h
11h
12h
13h
14h
15h
16h
17h
18h
19h
20h
21h
22h
23h
Total Subjects

155,091
Mobile Orders
57,046
22.4 (43.4)

5,493
3,990
2,466
1,947
1,171
982
912
1,278
2,029
3,089
4,169
5,543
5,122
5,690
5,342
5,195
5,230
5,060
4,592
4,189
4,799
5,841
6,555
7,361
Female
Male
≤ 20
21~25
26~30
31~35
36~40
41~45
46~50
51≤

Gender

Age

Average membership duration in days (std.)1
Note: 1 Duration as of June 1, 2011.

2,821
2,350
1,402
1,017
688
560
663
1,088
1,463
2,219
2,643
5,258
3,110
3,459
3,153
3,056
3,033
2,830
2,402
2,093
2,612
2,828
2,996
3,302
5,244
2,826
2,418
398
1,376
1,635
951
487
172
95
130

733.6 (307.7)
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Figure 1. Illustration of Product Attributes at Danawa.com (translated in English)
Model Specification
We consider a channel choice function of a user with covariates of information-intensity of product, user experience in the mobile
channel, and purchase time. This can be modeled as a binary choice. The utility of mobile channel choice for user i at choice k, Uik ,
is given by

Uik  x'k βi  z'ik γ i   ik

(1)

where the x'k represents variables that vary with only choices (i.e., order time), the z' ik represents variables that vary with users
and choices (i.e., user experience), and the error term is assumed to follow i.i.d. Gumbel type II extreme value distribution.
We have three sets of variables that could influence users’ channel choice behavior. The first set of variables is the order time, Ttik ,
which is a dummy variable representing whether the user i made the order of the kth choice at hour (of day) t. As shown in Bang et
al. (2014), access affordance of the mobile channel affects purchase time; therefore purchase time should be controlled for in the
choice model. To this end, a total of 23 dummies, t = 0, 1, …, 22, were employed. For example, (T0ik , T1ik , …, T22ik ) = (0, 0, …, 0)
represents that a purchase made between 23h and 00h, and (T0ik , T1ik , …, T22ik ) = (1, 0, …, 0) represents that a purchase made
between 00h and 01h.
The second set of variables is the measures for information-intensity of the purchased product. We use two objective measures of
the information-intensity: the number of product attributes (or bulleted descriptions) and the product price. The number of product
attributes is widely used or recognized as the proxy for the amount of information that should be processed before a purchase [9]
[11]. Sellers provide information on product attributes to help consumers make purchase decisions. A TV seller, for example,
provides product information such as brand, type, display technology, screen size, and resolution, all (or some) of which might be
considered as the input for our purchase decision. As explained in the preceding subsection, we employ a proxy measure AATik ,
the average number of attributes of the purchased product category at the kth choice of user i,
We also took the product price (PRIik ) as the proxy measure for the information-intensity of the product. Consumers typically
spend more time for information search when purchasing expensive products. Prior studies also empirically confirmed that
product price is an important determinant of search intensity across a variety of product categories [12]. PRIik is the product price
at the kth choice of user i,
The third one is the transaction experience in the mobile channel. Prior studies suggest consumers’ channel choice probabilities
change as their experience in the channel accumulates [17]. In order to explore the behavioral dynamics in sequences of choices
over time, we include EXPik , is the number of transactions made through the mobile channel before the kth choice of the user i.
Furthermore, it would be unrealistic to assume that channel choices by the same user are uncorrelated with given observed
covariates. To control for unobserved heterogeneities, we employed a random coefficient Bayesian logit model. The model allows
us to control for effects from individual-specific time-invariant factors on the channel choice (preference heterogeneity) with
individual (user)-specific intercepts. Also, the model considers heterogonous effects of covariates across users using random
coefficients.
The affordance perspective suggests that technology constraint is not at a standstill, but changes as users adapt to the technology.
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For example, a user might feel difficulty in purchasing products on the small mobile screen at his first attempt, but may find easier
to do it next time. To capture the changing nature of the associations between the covariates and channel choices, we included
interaction terms between EXP and other two covariates AAT, and PRI in the model.
Then, the model specification is:
22

logit( ik )  iPRI PRI ik  iAAT AATik  iEXP EXPik   t Ttik  iPRI  EXP PRI ik EXPik  iAAT  EXP AATik EXPik  i  uik

(2)

t 0

where πik is the conditional probability that user i chooses the mobile channel at kth choice, βiX is the coefficient of covariate X∈
{AAT, PRI, EXP} for user i, τt is the coefficient for the transaction hour of day, αi is the individual fixed effect, and uik is the error
term.
Results
Table 2 shows the analysis results from the random coefficient Bayesian logit model.
The effects of the product price and the number of product attributes, two proxy variables measuring the information-intensity of
the purchased product, are negative and significant. This result presents empirical evidence of search constraint of the mobile
channel, thereby supporting H1. We also note that the effect of the mobile channel transaction experience is positive and
significant, indicating users are more likely to choose the mobile channel as their transaction in the mobile channel accumulates.

Variable

Table 2. Random Coefficients Bayesian Logit Results
Null Model
Main Model

Interaction Model

PRI

−

-0.030 (0.000)

AAT

−

-0.961 (0.022)***

-1.001 (0.020)***

EXP

−

0.021 (0.000)***

0.054 (0.012)***

PRI * EXP

−

−

7.2E-4 (1.2E-4)***

AAT * EXP

−

−

0.014 (0.000)***

***

-0.020 (0.000)***

Hour1

0.183 (0.044)***

0.177 (0.044)***

0.178 (0.044)***

Hour2

0.218 (0.051)

***

***

0.222 (0.052)***

Hour3

0.184 (0.058)***

0.192 (0.058)***

0.192 (0.058)***

Hour4

0.216 (0.068)**

0.203 (0.069)**

0.204 (0.069)**

Hour5

0.388 (0.075)***

0.368 (0.075)***

0.368 (0.075)***

Hour6

0.510 (0.072)***

0.498 (0.072)***

0.498 (0.072)***

Hour7

0.600 (0.060)***

0.604 (0.060)***

0.604 (0.060)***

Hour8

0.417 (0.052)***

0.415 (0.053)***

0.417 (0.053)***

Hour9

0.502 (0.046)***

0.502 (0.046)***

0.502 (0.046)***

***

***

0.328 (0.043)***

0.221 (0.052)

Hour10

0.329 (0.043)

Hour11

0.720 (0.039)***

0.606 (0.039)***

0.604 (0.039)***

Hour12

0.286 (0.041)***

0.279 (0.041)***

0.280 (0.041)***

Hour13

0.247 (0.040)***

0.252 (0.040)***

0.252 (0.040)***

Hour14

0.236 (0.041)***

0.247 (0.041)***

0.248 (0.041)***

Hour15

0.235 (0.041)***

0.241 (0.041)***

0.242 (0.041)***

Hour16

0.186 (0.041)***

0.194 (0.041)***

0.194 (0.041)***

Hour17

0.121 (0.042)**

0.124 (0.042)**

0.124 (0.042)***

Hour18

0.010 (0.043)

0.008 (0.043)

0.009 (0.043)**

Hour19

-0.092 (0.044)*

-0.086 (0.045)

-0.085 (0.045)

Hour20

0.010 (0.043)

0.012 (0.043)

0.012 (0.043)

Hour21

-0.003 (0.041)

0.328 (0.043)

0.007 (0.041)
*

Hour22

-0.092 (0.040)

Hour23

-0.082 (0.039)*

0.007 (0.041)
*

-0.086 (0.040)*

-0.077 (0.039)*

-0.076 (0.039)*

-0.087 (0.040)

Note: within *95%, **99%, ***99.9% credible intervals
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To examine the user adaptation to the mobile channel, we incorporate two interaction terms between the transaction experience in
the mobile channel and the measures for the information-intensity of the purchased product. The interaction term between the
price and the experience is positive and significant, indicating that the negative association between the product price and the
mobile channel choice is weakened as user experience in the mobile channel accumulates. The interaction term between the
number of product attributes and the experience is also positive and significant, meaning that the negative association between the
number of product attributes and the mobile channel choice become weaker as user experience in the mobile channel increases.
Positive and significant coefficients of both interaction terms collectively provide empirical evidence of user adaptation to the
mobile channel, supporting H2.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this study, we empirically examined the search constraint of the mobile channel in e-commerce. Using a large scale archival
dataset from a sample of mobile channel users encompassing their e-commerce transactions in the PC and mobile channels, we
investigated the relationship between information-intensity of products and users’ purchase channel choices between the PC and
mobile channels.
We demonstrate search constraints of the mobile channel with the negative association between the product information-intensity
and the likelihood of mobile channel choice. Furthermore, the result suggests the dynamic relationship between user and
technology (i.e., users’ learning or adaptation to technology), which is another important aspect of technology affordance. That is,
limited mobile user interfaces could become less of an obstacle or could even be overcome as users gain more experience in the
mobile channel.
This study contributes to the technology affordance literature by offering empirical evidence of search constraint of mobile
technologies in the context of e-commerce and demonstrating its time-varying impact on technology use. Another important
argument of the literature is that the realization could be dynamic as user experience with technology accumulates [6] [18]. The
positive and significant coefficients of the interaction terms between user’s mobile transaction experience and the informationintensity measures indicate the learning process in the mobile channel.
This study also provides important managerial implications. It shows that e-market users are more likely to purchase
information-intensive products through the PC channel, but this tendency has weakened as their mobile shopping experience
accumulates. E-marketplace such as Amazon or Taobao could better capitalize on their mobile user bases by offering different
goods according to each user’s experience in the mobile channel. They could present less information-intensive products (e.g.,
toilet paper) to new mobile channel adopters, while more information-intensive products (e.g., travel packages) to experienced
mobile users.
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